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“Love Language” 
by 

David J. Swanson 
 
 
 

What Love means more than romantic love. Not everyone gives or receives love and 
appreciation the same way. Themes: Valentine's Day, Love, Love Language, 
Giving, Presents, Time, Thank You, Friendships, Co-workers, Feelings, 
Relationships 

 
Who Ted 

Jack 
  

 
When Present 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

Chair 
Desk 
Office stuff on desk 
Presents 
Stapler 
Daily tear-off calendar 

 
Why Ecclesiastes 10:12, Proverbs 18:21, 2 Corinthians 9:7, Luke 6:38, Matthew 26:6-13 
 
How This sketch echoes “The Odd Couple” with two platonic co-workers dealing with 

each other’s personality. Let the first five lines or so be played with a boring 
machismo before the contorted and slightly awkward working relationship is 
revealed. 

 
Time Approximately 4-6 minutes 
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Two co-workers return to the job after the Christmas holiday. On stage are a chair and 
a desk. On the desk are a computer, a stapler, a mug with pens in it and an empty daily 
calendar. Jack enters, takes off his coat and sits down, placing a new daily calendar on 
the desk. After a few seconds of getting settled, a knock is heard and Ted enters. 

Ted: Morning, Jack. 

Jack: Good Morning, Ted. 

Ted: How was your Christmas? 

Jack: Fine. Now it’s back the old grind, huh? How was your vacation? 

Ted: The best. Carol and I had a great time in Colorado. In fact…guess what?  

Rummages through briefcase to find present. 

Jack: You got me something. 

Ted: (Not hearing him) We got you something! 

Jack: I should have guessed. Ted, you really shouldn’t- 

Ted: Oh, just open it. It’s a belated Christmas gift. 

Jack: (Opens gift) A pair of winter gloves. Well, that’s very nice of you. Thank 
you. 

Ted stands expectantly. 

Jack: Oh! Oh, sorry. Of course, I’ve got something for you. (Ted lights up). 
Uh… I didn’t have time to wrap it…(Looks over desk). Here you are. 
(Hands Ted a stapler). 

Ted: A stapler? 

Jack: Yeah, I thought you could use it to, uh, staple things. 

Ted: (Pause) Jack, we need to talk. 

Jack: Oh? 

Ted: I know it’s not a big deal, and I try to ignore it, but this is really getting to 
me. 

Jack: What do you mean? 

Ted: Remember when I got you that golf shirt for Thanksgiving? What did 
you get me? 
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Jack: Uh… 

Ted: A three-hole punch.  And for Halloween, I got you some movie tickets. 
What did you get me? 

Jack: I honestly don’t remember. 

Ted: Half a stack of post-it notes. And the top page had a phone number 
written on it that you needed.  

Jack: Right. 

Ted: At Labor Day, I got you a Shockers (or whatever team is in your area) ball 
cap and you got me a mechanical pencil, three paper clips and a button. 
Do you see where I’m going with this? 

Jack: I know that I haven’t put a lot of thought into your gifts- 

One full page has been omitted from this preview. To read the rest of this 

script and perform it, download the full version at 

SkitGuys.com! 

 

ENDING: 

Ted: I got you a Thanksgiving Day present. 

Jack: That was two weeks later! A few words of thanks would have meant a lot 
more!  

Now Jack is furious. They sit, letting the angry words hover around them. 

Ted: (Quietly) I’m sorry. (Pause) Do you want a hug? 

Jack: No! You know what? Forget it. Just forget it. I’m going for some coffee.  

Jack takes jacket and leaves. 

Ted: Wait. Don’t you want to see what I got you for New Year’s? 

Ted follows Jack off stage, another present in hand. 

Blackout 

 


